
Decorative bottle hand painted
tribal life
Read More
SKU: 00495
Price: ₹3,920.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Decor, Painting bottles
Tags: decorative bottles, flower vase, Pattachitra,
pattachitra paintings, table decor, table top

Product Description
A small phrase describing the unmatched beauty of this bottle is “Simple yet classy”. The bottle
has amazing designs and dainty tribal patterns painted on the white base portraying the scenic
beauty of a tribal area. This distinctive piece of bottle will stay the center of attraction. Bring
this bottle home to decorate it in your shelf or table of house or office. This can be used for
decorating purpose or also can be used as a vase. So grab this at a very affordable amount
before it gets sold out. Patachitra is an exquisite art form of Odisha being practiced by skilled
artisans since decades. Its varied form and beauty is beyond comprehension. They are not just
paintings on palm leaves, canvas or cloths but are stories engraved with color and ink.
Patachitra Bottles are wonderful fusion of waste, nature and skill. The paints used for painting
these bottles are made out of natural ingredients and the bottles that are waste for the society
are transformed into these beautiful artifacts.
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Tribal patern hand painted
decorative bottle
Read More
SKU: 00496
Price: ₹3,920.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Decor, Painting bottles
Tags: bottle painting, decorative bottles, flower vase,
Pattachitra, pattachitra paintings, table decor, table
top

Product Description
This beautiful masterpiece created out of waste bottle is itself a live example of the fusion of
culture, nature and skill. This marvelous painted bottle has a wide variety of vibrant shades on
it with alternate rows of white having tribal lifestyle imprinted on it. The tribal patterns and
abstract designs decorated all across the bottle will not just beautify your house or office but
will also provide your table an amazing aesthetic feel. So grab this at a very affordable amount
for your friends and family. Patachitra is an exquisite art form of Odisha being practiced by
skilled artisans since decades. Its varied form and beauty is beyond comprehension. They are
not just paintings on palm leaves, canvas or cloths but are stories engraved with color and ink.
Patachitra Bottles are wonderful fusion of waste, nature and skill. The paints used for painting
these bottles are made out of natural ingredients and the bottles that are waste for the society
are transformed into these beautiful artifacts.
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Hand painted tribal life
pattachitra painting bottle
Read More
SKU: 00498
Price: ₹3,920.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Decor, Painting bottles
Tags: bottle painting, decorative bottles, flower vase,
Pattachitra, pattachitra paintings, table decor, table
top

Product Description
This attractive piece of bottle is painted with varied and vibrant colours and the alternate rows
of tribal patterns and abstract designs decorated all across the bottle adds a brilliant texture to
the lifeless glass bottles. This bottle exhibits a perfect blend of colours with abstract designs.
This beautiful bottle will amplify the beauty of your house or office serving as a vase or can be
just used for exhibition. So grab this spectacular piece at a very affordable price for your friends
and family. Patachitra is an exquisite art form of Odisha being practiced by skilled artisans since
decades. Its varied form and beauty is beyond comprehension. They are not just paintings on
palm leaves, canvas or cloths but are stories engraved with color and ink. Patachitra bottles are
wonderful fusion of waste, nature and skill. The paints used for painting these bottles are made
out of natural ingredients and the bottles that are waste for the society are transformed into
these beautiful artifacts.
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Konark wheel soap stone
sculpture for home décor 10.5
inch
Read More
SKU: 00486
Price: ₹28,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Decor, Objects, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: konark wheels, soap stone statues, soapstone
konark wheels

Product Description

A great way to embellish your minimal home decor if you want something simple yet offbeat
appeal, then the Konark Wheel Soap Stone Sculpture is the best piece of choice with no
exception. The uniquely build effortlessly stands and perfectly fits any desk or showcase.
Material: Pink Soapstone Dimension(HWL): 10.5 x 12 x 2 inch The renowned stone
sculpture:

The statuette of the prominent Konark wheel is a wedge upon the plinth, along with two
horses on each side of the wheel with the equestrian.
The wheel can be easily detachable from its base. The design has a similar carving on the
bottom of the spokes. Several elephant figures have also been chiseled on the base of the
substructure.
The architectural brilliancy can be seen with such a small sculpture by the skilled artisans
of Odisha, where stone carving is popular throughout the world.

The figure of time wheel:

The wheel is also known as the "wheel of life". The cycle of creation, preservation, and self-
realization.
It consists of 8 major spokes and minor spokes, which signify the Prahars (three-hour
periods) of a day.
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Distance between the 2 major spokes is 180 minutes and the minor spoke between two
major spokes is 90 minutes. There are 30 beads between one major spoke to the next
minor spoke and each bead represents 3 minutes. The Sundial shows time anti-clockwise
and the top center wider spoke represents midnight. To calculate time after the sunset,
the moon dial works just like the sundial.

The placement suggestion of the iconography :

The eyeful structure can be fit into any shelf of a cupboard and showcase of the living
room, office.
Placing it on your study table, reception desk, coffee table, office chamber is urged.
The stone sculptures represent the image of the world heritage, it can be displayed at any
office, restaurant, hotel or home, etc.
A venerable gifting option for your dear one on their special occasion.

Caring Tips of the splendid decorative soapstone statue:

The decorative stone statue is made of Pink soapstone.
Dusting should be done, using a piece of dry cloth or a small brush on the surface.

Soapstone Red Ganesha resting
on the moon 3in
Read More
SKU: 00246
Price: ₹3,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Idols,
Sculptures, Statues & Sculptures

Product Description
In this statue the lord is presented in a very captivating manner in a reclining position on a
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moon. This beautiful statuette made out of red sand stone can leave you speechless with its
extreme beauty. The lord is depicted holding a mace and a noose in his two hands and his one
hand is resting over his knee and other resting on a pillow on his side. The two tools mace and
noose also called passa and ankusha are used to tame wild elephants and here the wild
elephant refers to one wild untamable mind. Lord Ganesha is the Vighna-Vinashak who removes
all obstacles and blesses one with numerous boons and unimaginable success. So bring this
lord home to be bestowed with good luck, prosperity, knowledge, happiness, peace, harmony
and success.

Tribal Painting Bottle-black and
white-Big6
Read More
SKU: 00077
Price: ₹3,920.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Painting bottles

Product Description

Inspired by tribal life, this black and white tribal painting bottle is a unique decorative piece.
The black and white combination bring a unique charm to your room of any color. Shipping : 
Dispatch time in 2-3 days. Size: Height (10 inch ) Width (4 inch) Made of: Recycled liquor
bottle Color: Black and white Care: Wipe with pat dry soft cloth Return: This product is not
eligible for return.  

Tribal painting bottle-Big5
Read More
SKU: 00076
Price: ₹3,920.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Painting bottles, Pattachitra

Product Description
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Inspired by tribal life, this colorful tribal painting bottle is a unique decorative piece. The
bright multi color pattachitra tribal art brings a unique charm to your room of any color. Usage:
Decoration, gift Size: Height (11 inch ) Width (4 inch) Made of: Recycled liquor bottle Color: 
Multi color Care: Wipe with pat dry soft cloth Shipping & Return: Dispatch time in 2-3 days.
This product is not eligible for return.

Krishna leela round bottle-big4
Read More
SKU: 00075
Price: ₹6,720.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Painting bottles

Product Description

A classic piece of timeless art,this 'Pattachitra' painting bottle from Odisha represents folk
themes based around the life of Lord Krishna. While the motif shows him doing "Ashura  badha"
. By keeping flowers in it can be a beautiful way to decorate. Usage: Decoration, gift Size: 
Height ( 8.5 inch ) Made of: Recycled liquor bottle Color: Multi color Care: Wipe with pat dry
soft cloth Shipping & Return: Dispatch time in 2-3 days. This product is not eligible for return.

Tribal painting round bottle-
big2
Read More
SKU: 00073
Price: ₹5,600.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Painting bottles, Pattachitra

Product Description

This ‘Pattachitra’ tribal painting round bottle is inspired by the tribal life of Odisha. Round shape
of the bottle with added green, red colored rows with black & white tribal people create a
unique fashion. Usage: Decoration, gift Size: Height ( 8.5 inch ) width (4 inch) Made of: 
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Recycled liquor bottle Color: Multi color Care: Wipe with pat dry soft cloth Shipping &
Return: Dispatch time in 2-3 days. This product is not eligible for return.

Tribal painting square bottle-
big1
Read More
SKU: 00072
Price: ₹6,160.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Painting bottles, Pattachitra

Product Description

This ‘Pattachitra’ tribal painting square bottle is inspired by the tribal life of Odisha. Square
shaped the bottle with colorful tribal people patterns make it complement any space
beautifully! Usage: Decoration, gift Size: Height ( 8.5 inch ) width (4 inch) Made of: Recycled
liquor bottle Color: Multi color Care: Wipe with pat dry soft cloth Shipping & Return: 
Dispatch time in 2-3 days. This product is not eligible for return.

Krishna Radha flower vase
Read More
SKU: 00071
Price: ₹7,280.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Painting bottles, Pattachitra

Product Description

Inspired by Indian mythology the pattachitra artist made a terracotta flower vase to a beautiful
art piece. This Krishna Radha flower vase is having three row of artwork. Top row has postures
of Radha and Krishna. 2nd layer has childhood story of Krishna and lower layer has motifs of
Radha Krishna love story. This unique flower vase brings lovely charming atmosphere inside the
room.  By keeping flowers in it can be a beautiful way to decorate your bedroom or dining table.
Usage: Decoration, gift Size: Height ( 10 inch ) Width (4 inch) Made of: Terracotta flower vase
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Color: Multi color Care: Wipe with pat dry soft cloth Shipping & Return: Dispatch time in 2-3
days. This product is not eligible for return.

Raas leela bottle-big
Read More
SKU: 00070
Price: ₹5,040.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Painting bottles, Pattachitra

Product Description

A classic piece of timeless art,this 'Pattachitra' painting bottle from Odisha represents folk
themes based on the raasa leela of Lord Krishna . The motifs of this raas leela bottle brings
lovely charming atmosphere inside the room.  By keeping flowers in it can be a beautiful way to
decorate your bedroom or dining table. Usage: Decoration, gift Size: Height ( 10 inch ) Made
of: Recycled liquor bottle Color: Multi color Care: Wipe with pat dry soft cloth Shipping &
Return: Dispatch time in 2-3 days. This product is not eligible for return.

Big Ganesha Painting Bottle
Read More
SKU: 00069
Price: ₹6,160.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Painting bottles, Pattachitra

Product Description

Inspired by Indian mythology, a pattachitra artist recycled a waste liquor bottle to a beautiful
art piece with his beautiful art. This square shaped big Ganesha painting bottle is having
artwork of different Lord Ganesha posture. This unique painting bottle brings lovely charming
atmosphere inside the room.  By keeping flowers in it can be a beautiful way to decorate your
bedroom or dining table. Usage: Decoration, gift Size: Height ( 9.5 inch ) Width (3.5 inch)
Made of: Terracotta flower vase Color: Multi color Care: Wipe with pat dry soft cloth
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Shipping & Return: Dispatch time in 2-3 days. This product is not eligible for return.

Designer Siting Ganesha
Read More
SKU: 00061
Price: ₹2,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Art Categories, Ganesha Statues, Hindu
Statues, Idols, Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Lord Ganesha is the four-handed elephant-headed deity, he is also called as Chaturbhuja for his
four hands. In one hand he holds ankusa(signifying awakening), in other a paasa(signifying
control), these pieces of equipment are used in capturing wild elephants which signify to control
or captivate the wild untameable mind. In other, he holds his broken tooth, which is a form of
sacrifice as it is believed he broke his tooth in order to write the famous Hindu Granth
Mahabharata. He is also called as Ekadanta. And his other palm faces front blessing the Ganas
or depicting that he is with us, as he is the god of the Ganas, Gana-dhi-pati. The elephant head
represents the karma shakti and gyana shakti. The enormous head of elephant symbolises
wisdom and knowledge. The potted belly represents generosity and total acceptance. The
Ganesha's body reflects the formless, shapeless and nirguna form. He has a trunk facing left
which is called vamamukhi which are the depicting the bestowing of tranquillity and conducive
of spirituality. So bring this Ganesha home or decorate your office or gift them to your beloved
ones and feel safe and secure and closer to god’s blessings.

Patch work letter holder (type-
5)
Read More
SKU: 00051
Price: ₹1,299.00
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Applique, Applique Wall Purse, Decor,
Storage / Organiser
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Product Description
Straight from appliques artisan of Odisha! A unique & exclusive Ethnic Fabric Wall hanging
Pocket Organizer, document/mail Holder cum Wall Decor. This Pocket Organizer is an ideal
household organizing item for storing your everyday documents, chits and other knick-knacks
without wasting time to search a lot for them! The color will instantly brighten up your room.

Patch work knick-knack holder
(type-4)
Read More
SKU: 00050
Price: ₹1,299.00
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Applique, Applique Wall Purse, Decor,
Storage / Organiser

Product Description
Straight from appliques artisan of Odisha! A unique & exclusive Ethnic Fabric Wall hanging
Pocket Organizer, document/mail Holder cum Wall Decor. This Pocket Organizer is an ideal
household organizing item for storing your everyday documents, chits and other knick-knacks
without wasting time to search a lot for them! The color will instantly brighten up your room.

Patch work knick-knack holder
(type-3)
Read More
SKU: 00049
Price: ₹1,299.00
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Applique, Applique Wall Purse, Decor,
Storage / Organiser

Product Description
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Straight from appliques artisan of Odisha! A unique & exclusive Ethnic Fabric Wall hanging
Pocket Organizer, document/mail Holder cum Wall Decor. This Pocket Organizer is an ideal
household organizing item for storing your everyday documents, chits and other knick-knacks
without wasting time to search a lot for them! The color will instantly brighten up your room.

Patch work knick-knack holder
(type-2)
Read More
SKU: 00048
Price: ₹1,299.00
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Applique, Applique Wall Purse, Decor,
Storage / Organiser

Product Description
Straight from appliques artisan of Odisha! A unique & exclusive Ethnic Fabric Wall hanging
Pocket Organizer, document/mail Holder cum Wall Decor. This Pocket Organizer is an ideal
household organizing item for storing your everyday documents, chits and other knick-knacks
without wasting time to search a lot for them! The color will instantly brighten up your room.

Three pocket wall purse (velvet
type-3)
Read More
SKU: 00046
Price: ₹1,299.00
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Applique, Applique Wall Purse, Decor,
Storage / Organiser

Product Description
Straight from appliques artisan of Odisha! A unique & exclusive Ethnic Fabric Wall hanging
Pocket Organizer, document/mail Holder cum Wall Decor. This Pocket Organizer is an ideal
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household organizing item for storing your everyday documents, chits and other knick-knacks
without wasting time to search a lot for them! The color will instantly brighten up your room.

Three pocket wall purse (velvet
type-2)
Read More
SKU: 00045
Price: ₹999.00
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Applique, Applique Wall Purse, Decor,
Storage / Organiser

Product Description
Straight from appliques artisan of Odisha! A unique & exclusive Ethnic Fabric Wall hanging
Pocket Organizer, document/mail Holder cum Wall Decor. This Pocket Organizer is an ideal
household organizing item for storing your everyday documents, chits and other knick-knacks
without wasting time to search a lot for them! The color will instantly brighten up your room.

Three pocket wall purse (velvet
type-1)
Read More
SKU: 00044
Price: ₹999.00
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Applique, Applique Wall Purse, Decor,
Storage / Organiser

Product Description
Straight from appliques artisan of Odisha! A unique & exclusive Ethnic Fabric Wall hanging
Pocket Organizer, document/mail Holder cum Wall Decor. This Pocket Organizer is an ideal
household organizing item for storing your everyday documents, chits and other knick-knacks
without wasting time to search a lot for them! The color will instantly brighten up your room.
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Three pocket wall organizer
(flower design type-1)
Read More
SKU: 00043
Price: ₹999.00
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Applique, Applique Wall Purse, Decor,
Storage / Organiser

Product Description
Straight from appliques artisan of Odisha! A unique & exclusive Ethnic Fabric Wall hanging
Pocket Organizer, document/mail Holder cum Wall Decor. This Pocket Organizer is an ideal
household organizing item for storing your everyday documents, chits and other knick-knacks
without wasting time to search a lot for them! The color will instantly brighten up your room.

Two pocket wall organizer
(flower design type-2)
Read More
SKU: 00042
Price: ₹799.00
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Applique, Applique Wall Purse, Decor,
Storage / Organiser

Product Description
Straight from appliques artisan of Odisha! A unique & exclusive Ethnic Fabric Wall hanging
Pocket Organizer, document/mail Holder cum Wall Decor. This Pocket Organizer is an ideal
household organizing item for storing your everyday documents, chits and other knick-knacks
without wasting time to search a lot for them! The color will instantly brighten up your room.
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Two pocket Wall Organizer
(mirror-velvet type)
Read More
SKU: 00040
Price: ₹899.00
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Applique, Applique Wall Purse, Decor,
Storage / Organiser

Product Description
Straight from appliques artisan of Odisha! A unique & exclusive Ethnic Fabric Wall hanging
Pocket Organizer, document/mail Holder cum Wall Decor. This Pocket Organizer is an ideal
household organizing item for storing your everyday documents, chits and other knick-knacks
without wasting time to search a lot for them! The color will instantly brighten up your room.
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